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Motivation and Goals

Impurity effects on plasma performance

• Impurities are intrinsic to fusion devices due to plasma-wall interaction, but also 

can be extrinsic due to purposeful injection [1,2].

• An accumulation of impurities at the core leads to radiative power losses and fuel 

dilution [1,2].

• While disastrous at the core, accumulation at the edge can be beneficial by 

reducing the heat load on the wall [1,2].

• Impurity behavior is not well understood.

• LHD has shown an impurity hole, where the impurity density profile peaks at 

the edge [1].

Experimental goals at HSX

• Measure 𝐶+6 radial profiles for various magnetic configurations.

• On-axis heating and off-axis inboard heating in QHS are examined in this 

poster. Inboard heating is of interest as it flattens radial ion density which 

should result in a flatting of impurity density.

• Calculate 𝐶+5 radial profiles and time evolution for various magnetic 

configurations by use of an inversion technique.

HSX CHERS System
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Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CHERS)

• The CHERS technique allows for the measurement of impurities by exciting 

impurity ions and detecting their emission [3].

• An energetic diagnostic hydrogen neutral beam is fired into the plasma which 

excites impurity ions.

• The excited ions radiatively decay and the emission is detected by a 

spectrometer.

• The emission from before the beam was fired is subtracted from the emission that 

is measured from when the beam is fired.

• The resulting signal is the emission of the charge exchange.

𝐻0 + 𝐶+6 → 𝐻+1 + 𝐶+5 → ℎ𝜈
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Collection Optics

• 20 fiber optic views from r/a .0064 to .8945

• Two Czerny-Turner Spectrometers equipped 

with electron multiplying CCD cameras

• Emission at 529.1nm (n = 8-7 transition)

• Emission averaged over 5ms

Neutral Beam

• Hydrogen diagnostic neutral beam

• 30 keV

• 3 ms

• 4 A

𝑪+𝟓 Radial Profile Calculations

𝑪+𝟓 Calculations at Multiple Time Intervals
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Inversion process developed for calculating 𝐶+5

profiles

1. Background emission is measured –

corresponding to line-averaged 𝐶+5 emission.

2. A path length matrix is developed using 

knowledge of HSX geometry and CHERS fiber 

views.

3. Inverting the path length matrix and multiplying 

by the line-averaged emission yields localized 

𝐶+5 emission.

4. Error propagation is applied through random 

sampling of line-averaged emission, applying 

inversion to result and averaging over many 

samples
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Note

• Inboard heating shows a profile peaked more towards the core 

of the device, as expected for a lower 𝑇𝑒. However the 

inversion has trouble calculating profiles for hollow line-

averaged emission measurements.

Inversion applied to multiple background frames

• Yielding radial profiles for 𝐶+5 emission at different times in the discharge
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Conclusion

• Measurements have been made for 𝐶+6 Radial Profiles.

• An inversion technique was developed and can applied to plasma shots of various magnetic 

configurations to yield radial profiles for localized 𝐶+5 emission.

• The inversion can be applied to multiple background frames to yield time evolution for localized 

𝐶+5 emission.

• Profiles of carbon emission during off-axis inboard heating have been compared to standard 

QHS configuration profiles.

Future Work 

• Take data for other configurations.

• Off-axis outboard heating

• Apply heating from further out to flatten ion density profiles.

• Mirror

• Biased Electrode

• Explore the time evolution of 𝐶+6 emission by firing the beam at different times in the discharge.

• Look for a measurable 𝐶+4 spectral line to see if CHERS can be used to measure 𝐶+5.

• Inversion has trouble with hollow profiles.

• Use ADAS to calculate neutral density given 𝐶+5 and 𝐶+6 profiles.

• Take plasma shots without firing the neutral beam, to further explore 𝐶+5 time profiles.

Line Averaged Plasma Density vs. Time

Note

• Emission appears to increase over the discharge for both configurations, 

especially in the core– suggesting possible inward transport

• For inboard heating, the inverted profile makes a more dramatic jump from .81ms 

to .82ms in comparison to QHS
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𝑪+𝟔 Radial Profile Measurements

𝑇𝑒 𝑛𝑒

Standard QHS configuration vs. QHS with inboard heating

• Measurements taken for standard QHS configuration and off-axis heating using CHERS.

• Inboard off-axis heating does not appear to affect the 𝐶+6 Radial Profiles.

• Temperature decreases by a factor of about two at the core in the off-axis heating case, but 

carbon emission and electron density do not change in comparison to QHS.

Plasma Conditions

• 50 kW Hydrogen plasma with a carbon limiter inserted

• 4𝑥1012 𝑐𝑚−3 line averaged density
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